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Abstract—The ProcessGold Enterprise Platform offers innovative
features that are required for mature, scalable, and secure use
of Process Mining throughout large enterprises. Processes are
displayed using process graphs, which require stable layouts to
ensure continued use by business users. The platform uses a novel
graph layout algorithm, called Tracy, that ensures this stability
over user interaction.
Relevance of enterprise features in general is evident from the
dispersion of process mining in enterprises, from use cases, and
from broad adoption of the Platform.
Index Terms—Process mining, Enterprise process mining, stable graph layout

or event sliders, apply different process mining algorithms,
filter, or select different case ID’s for multidimensional process
mining, they are making different selections from the full event
data. Round trips to databases then hamper performance, and
hence in-memory architectures have become a standard feature
of enterprise process mining. Data selection, visualization, user
navigation, as well as process mining algorithms all run inmemory.
All features mentioned are part of the ProcessGold Enterprise Platform. For a full overview of features see the
ProcessGold website [Pro] and sources below.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since its inception around the turn of the century [AGL98],
the first decade of Process Mining [Aal16] saw the development from academic use and academic tools, such as
ProM [vDdMV∗ 05], to stand-alone tooling for use by individual analysts in businesses. The second decade, since around
2010, has been characterized by increasing use of and interest
in process mining of non-technical business users in large
enterprises.
II. C OMMON FEATURES
The above development has led to a number of properties that
are by now common in Process Mining platforms.
Firstly, Process Mining tools have become part of the
system landscape of enterprises, which requires server- and
web-based architectures, and full compliance with standard
technical enterprise requirements such as data preparation on
board, collaborative development, controlled deployment, and
security.
Secondly, dispersion to non-technical business users requires easy point-and-click applications for everyday use, and
hence Process Mining has naturally integrated with Data Analytics. This way, users have full access to required functionality
from the field of Data Analytics. This includes any kind of
business graphic besides process graphs, and full navigation
options for selection, filtering, drill-down, etc. [Kei02].
Thirdly, for non-technical users, Process Mining is not their
primary task, and they require an optimal balance between
time they spend working with the application on the one hand
and business value on the other hand. In practice, users expect
response times they experience in other web-based applications. This performance requirement needs to be aligned with
the need for flexibility: when users apply, for example, edge

III. N OVEL FEATURE : T RACY PROCESS GRAPH LAYOUT
Besides these, by now common, features that meet requirements for enterprise use, graph layout has become a topic
which requires attention to ensure process mining is continuously usable by business users. The ProcessGold Platform
includes a novel algorithm for process graph layout, Tracy1 .
A full technical paper about Tracy is available [MSW19].
A. Process layout
Since its inception, Process Mining has mainly relied on existing algorithms for graph layout [GKN15]. However, these only
use the graph topology to compute a layout and do not make
use of the particular properties of processes. For example,
most processes have some sort of a main path [RBRB06],
[AEHK10] that is often the most frequent behavior. To fit
with intuitive semantics of process graphs, this path needs to
be centralized in the layout and depicted as a straight path
through the graph. While existing techniques fail to properly
do this [GKN15], the Tracy approach implements this.
B. Stable process graphs
Interaction with process graphs, required by business users,
by means of sliders, filtering, drill-down and alike leads to
changes in the layout of process graphs. Users build mental
maps of these graphs. When the graph changes, users need
to fit their mental model with the altered graph. Conventional
algorithms [GKN15] lead to smaller or larger changes, and
require users to at least put in significant cognitive effort
to adapt their mental map, but in the worst case even to
rebuild their mental map altogether. Graph layout stability
1 Patent

pending.
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Fig. 1. Graphs A and B show the same process as graphs C and D, respectively. The layouts in A and B are computed by the industry standard [GKN15],
where the actual process is poorly represented, while graphs C and D are computed by our novel graph layout algorithm where the process is easy to follow.
Graphs B and D are obtained after removing the edge highlighted in red from A and C. As we can see, B differs significantly from A; especially note how
nodes 1 and 2 swap vertically. Consequently, the mental map of the user is lost. On the other hand, C and D barely differ, preserving the mental map of the
user.

helps preserve the mental map of the user [PHG06], [ZKS11],
significantly reducing cognitive load.
Therefore, we need to preserve the mental map when a
new graph layout is displayed. The three models of Misue
[MELS95] to represent the mental map are our starting point
to accomplish this. These models state that a layout adjustment
should preserve the direction of node n to node m for each pair
of nodes n and m, that nodes that are close together should
remain close together, and that graphical objects in a region
should stay in that region.
In online dynamic graph drawing [BBDW17], graph layouts
need to be computed for a sequence of graphs without knowing
the full sequence from the beginning. In contrast, in offline
dynamic graph drawing [BBDW17], the whole sequence of
graphs is known up front. Interactive Process Mining is offline
in the sense that we know which graphs we can potentially
encounter, since any filtered graph will be a subset of the data
found in the event log, but it is also online because we do not
know the exact sequence of graphs beforehand. The Tracyapproach presents a novel way to take this into account, and
results in layouts that are stable for the user.

Stability vs quality: Besides stability, we also require layouts to be of high quality. Stability and quality are two
conflicting requirements: graph layout stability helps preserve
the mental map of the user, but also restricts the graph layout
algorithm in optimizing layout quality. A way of dealing with
this conflict is to allow somewhat larger changes to the layout
and to make use of animation and transitioning as a secondary
approach to mental map preservation. The combination of
layout stability and transitioning provides the best approach
to preserving the mental map.
C. Graph layout: Tracy
Tracy is a novel stable layout algorithm for process graphs
that computes layouts that intuitively represent the semantics
of the process. Our algorithm is based on the Sugiyama
framework [STT81] but includes:
• A novel ranking algorithm;
• A novel order constraint computation algorithm;
• A novel crossing minimization algorithm.
In Figure 1, we present a comparison of Tracy and conventional layout.

Tracy is part of the production version of ProcessGold
starting from version 16, and will be publicly announced at
ICPM 2019.
IV. M ATURITY
The ProcessGold Platform is a mature enterprise Process
Mining Platform. Customers of the platform include global
consulting firms, and global enterprises with over 1 billion
euro in annual turnover.
A further indication of maturity is the business value that
customers get from implementing and using applications on
the platform. We present two use cases which illustrate this.
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A. Use cases
Telecom provider: A telecom provider is faced by increasing competition on price, requiring the need to reduce cost.
A process mining effort identifies and resolves a number
of process issues, in particular related to manual exception
handling, communication with strategic suppliers. This leads
to 20 percent personnel costs savings, and more broadly to 1+
M cost savings in general, which equals 300 percent return on
investment of the effort within 3 months.
Insurance company: An insurance company is faced with
customers that are dissatisfied by untimely customer contacts.
Firstly, 71 percent of regular customer questions are not
responded to within the agreed service level, two days. A
process mining effort identifies incorrect routing of questions,
leading to delays. Once resolved, this dramatically improves
the timeliness. Secondly, in case of disease of a person having
a pension insurance, the company witnesses highly negative
comments from relatives on social media. These need to be
prevented for their negative impact on the reputation of the
company. In the process mining effort, the 15 percent of cases
where communication is not timely handled are identified
as well as the root causes, which are found in hand-over
over cases and consulting secondary systems. By-catch is
identification of 11 percent cost reduction.
B. Scale
Since 2016, customers and partners have acquired licenses for
use of the ProcessGold Platform for 10.000+ potential users.
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